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INTRODUCTION

Evolutionary mutant models (EMMs) are species with evolving

phenotypes that takeoff human disease. EMMs complement traditional
laboratory models provide unique way to study gene-by- interactions of
environment, modular mutations in regions of evolved compensations and
their so called noncoding. Evolutionary mutant models can increase our
developmental basis genetic human diseases and basic understanding.

DISCUSSION

Induced mutations in forward screens of genetic in animals of Laboratory
provide most useful models of human phenotypic variation and disease that
have led to previously unsuspected insights into human pathology.
Whatever; this approach is without the limitations? Screens of mutagenesis
often identified the phenotypes that are have earlier or more severe onset
than the human diseases they model. Because researchers moreover in
laboratory screens identify the most visible mutations, induced mutations
are predominantly in the genes of coding regions and lead to the complete
abrogation function of gene or severe attenuation. Mutant models of
evolutionary have the energy to release into the basis of genetics novel
insight an array of human diseases of the different types from simple to
complex. For example a natural system which models a human simple
disease is known as anemia in ice fish. Observe that the ice fish not having
the red blood cells (seen in gills) compared to mostly relate to rock cod (top
panel). Mutants of evolutionary can also complex are model human diseases
including ice fish having osteopenia. Here we have to discuss some
selectively examples of evolutionary mutant models that can inform our
understanding of disease of human. Here we propose a complementary
approach to genes discover and mechanisms that may be contribute to
disorders of human: the evolutionary mutant analysis models whose are
adaptive phenotypes maladaptive mimic human diseases. Human diseases
present through a continuum from ‘simple’ to ‘complex’. On the one side
end of the spectrum are which is having a disease of monogenic conditions
that exhibit mendelian of simple inheritance and express some of the simple
low variation of inheritance in individuals with the same allele, such as
albinism or cystic fibrosis. On the other end of the spectrum are polygenetic
diseases, such as cancers or heart disease, whose severity and expression are
highly variable and depend on another individual’s at multiple locations of
genotype as well as the environment. At the middle are traits of disease
those are affected by the alleles should be major effect, but whose expression
is variable and affected by both the environment and genetic background,

for example we have to take the cleft palate. Sometimes, evolution by genetic
drift or evolutionary has resulted in populations with evolved phenotypes
that take off human disease, but other than that of those were adapted to
their environment. Here we can discuss some of examples of evolutionary
mutant models that can inform our understanding of disease of the human.
But our focus will be more likely be on models of fish, other systems of
metazoan will provide undoubtedly and additional evolutionary mutant
models of the phenotypes for human disease, and some principles discuss
and will apply across many species.

CONCLUSION

While induce mutant models have been most importantly useful in study
small diseases, they have been less successful in reducing the and
pathophysiology of etiology and complex diseases. We propose that
evolutionary models can complement traditional induced models of mutant
to understand the genetic basis of both complex and simple human diseases.
Traits of genetic analysis in evolutionary mutant models is similar to that
used for induced mutations in that require both the recovery of offspring
from defined matings, which can best occur in control crosses in the
laboratory. In present its equal to single mutation induced genetic mapping
of a with high penetrance.
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